How Did St. Hildegard Understand the Universe?

The Medieval Worldview
Our modern civilization is based on specialization of knowledge. Technology is distinguished
from science, “hard” sciences from social sciences,
empirical social sciences from the arts, and so on.
Even within these categories, knowledge is subdivided: physics from medicine, economics from
history, music from architecture. Religion is considered to be a category separate from all of these
fields, and distinct from the practice of faith and
the formal study of doctrine. We divide knowledge
up this way not only because of the quantity of the
information available to us, but because we consider each field to be qualitatively different from the
rest. The modern mind deconstructs the universe
into components, dividing our knowledge of it into
categories and types. This has greatly increased our
knowledge of the universe, especially the physical
realm, and given us technology unimaginable even
a century ago.
But this worldview would have been alien to medieval thinkers like Hildegard. They didn’t see reality
as a series of components to be deconstructed and
measured, but as an integrated creation to be understood and appreciated. The medieval mind naturally worked by linking bits of knowledge to construct a picture of the visible and invisible universe.
And because this universe was created by God, they
naturally assumed that his fingerprints were all over
it and that it reflected his personality. God was both
the source and destination for everything. If one
intellectually traced a river of information about
any topic upward toward its source, that source was
ultimately God. If one followed a river of information downstream, the destination would always
be the ocean of God’s grace and glory. The more
streams and rivers of information one mapped, the
more one could grasp and appreciate God. The
natural world was a reflection of God’s nature, and

God’s nature was the key to understanding the natural world.
Today, we separate the life of the mind from the
life of faith. Intellectual and spiritual pursuits are
seen as distinct at best, at odds at worst. However,
in the Middle Ages, this gap did not exist. Hildegard saw the intellectual or academic life simply
as a part of the Christian life, and therefore there
was no conflict between her activities as a scholar
and as a magistra leading a monastic life. St. Hildegard’s writings are firmly couched in the medieval
intellectual tradition, which had an integrated, holistic view of God, mankind, and the universe. Her
thought also enriched and developed this tradition.
Medieval
European
thought was founded
on the Christian faith as
taught by the Bible and
the Catholic Church. In
this system, the triune
God is the Creator and
source of all life. Hildegard specifically wrote
that the person of the
Holy Spirit provided the viriditas, or life force, within all living things. God is the immanent, active fire
that animates the world. Hildegard saw the bond
between the Creator and creatures as the ultimate
mystery of creation. The union between the two
is intense, filled with the endless circulation of the
energy of love.
To the medieval mind, creation had a hierarchy,
with God at the top. Angels and men serve God.
Human beings are involved in both the spiritual and
the material worlds. The natural world was created
for man’s good and for him to rule over. However,
this did not mean that he should misuse and ex-
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The medieval mind naturally worked by linking bits
of knowledge to construct
a picture of the visible and
invisible universe.
ploit it, but rather care for it as for a garden. When
he nurtures it, it will in turn nurture him. Adam
and Eve’s sin introduced evil and death into the
world, thereby destroying the harmony of creation.
However, through Jesus Christ, God is redeeming
the entire cosmos. Mankind is the centerpiece of
creation, the consummate work of God. Humans
hold this place of honor because they bear the image of their Creator, a distinction which no other
living thing possesses.
In relation to mankind, Hildegard wrote about the
theme of the macrocosm and the microcosm. The
macrocosm is the whole universe, while a microcosm is a miniaturized version of the cosmos. In
particular, she saw human beings as microcosms.
For example, the human body has roughly the
same percentage of water as the planet Earth.
Hildegard believed that people will be physically,
psychologically, and spiritually healthy when they
are in exact balance with the natural world in this
microcosmic sense.
Hildegard saw spiritual combat, the struggle between good and evil, as central to both the universe
and the life of human beings. The battle against
evil and the salvation of the soul are the most important activities that a person can engage in. She
portrayed this battle in her morality play Ordo Virtutum, which chronicles the journey of a troubled
soul torn between good and evil.
Medieval people saw a much stronger connection
between the spiritual and physical universes. In fact,
the hard distinction between those two aspects of
reality is a very much a modern way of looking at

reality. The Medieval mind imagined more of a
seamless spectrum between two poles, the physical
and the spiritual, than a gap between two disconnected universes. If we understand this Medieval
cosmology, the culture of the Middle Ages makes
more sense: physical actions have spiritual consequences and vice versa. Our souls are affected by
what we do with our bodies, and our bodies are affected by the condition of our souls. To a medieval
person, the architecture of a great cathedral wwas a
tangible expression of spiritual truth.Religious rituals didn’t just comfort them, they had actual effects
in their relationship with God and what happened
to them after death. Thus, St. Hildegard believed
that what she did made an eternal difference.

Discussion Questions
1. How is our educational system of arts
and sciences different than the Medieval approach? What would it have
been like to study in the Middle Ages?
2. How would St. Hildegard react if she
could hear about our modern worldview? What might she agree or disagree with?
3. Is there any place for the Medieval
perspective in our modern worldview
or culture? Can we bring any insights
from the Middle ages to bear on modern questions and controversies?
4. Would you have been more comfortable within the Medival worldview, or
would you find it alien and strange?
What did it get right or wrong?
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Glossary of Terms
Cosmos: the world or universe regarded
as an orderly, harmonious system.
Cosmology: the branch of philosophy
dealing with the origin and general structureof the universe, with its parts, elements,
and laws, and especiallywith such of its
characteristics as space, time, causality, and
freedom.

Recommended
Reading
Additional Resources:
Hildegard and the Bible, an interview with Dr. Beverly Kienzle on the Hildegard of Bingen and the Living
Light DVD

Magistra: in Latin, a female teacher or instructor (magister for men) in a formal educational setting such as a convent, school,
or university.
Triune: three in one; constituting a trinity
in unity, as the Godhead. In Christian theology, God is a trinity, the three persons
of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit forming
one God.
Viriditas: (Latin, literally “greenness,”
formerly translated as “viridity”) is a word
meaning vitality, fecundity, lushness, verdure, or growth. It is particularly associated with abbess Hildegard von Bingen,
who used it to refer to or symbolize spiritual and physical health, often as a reflection of the divine word or as an aspect of
the divine nature.
Holistic: the idea that the whole is more
than merely the sum of its parts, in theory
or practice.
Immanent: the idea that the divine encompasses or permeates the material
world. It is often contrasted with theories
of transcendence, in which the divine is
seen to be outside the material world.

God using geometry to create the world (13th century)

